
PIXEL SIDE TABLE BLACK/WHITE 
24425131/24425148

Thank you for purchasing the Pixel Side Table Black/ White. Before you begin to assemble your 
new piece of furniture, please check to ensure that all hardware and parts have been supplied. 
This page lists all contents included in the carton(s).

Follow instructions closely as deviation from themmay present a possible safety risk andmay void 
yourwarranty.

It is recommended that assembly is done on a soft surface such as carpet to avoid any damage.

If you experience any problems with your new purchase, please contact Freedom
Customer Service via livechat@freedom.com.au (Australia) or 0800 469 327 (New Zealand).

Care Information
This product is suitable for Full Outdoor Use

We test all our outdoor ranges to ensure that they’re durable and can withstand the elements.
With minor care, these items can be left outdoors permanently.

• Clean and oil timber furniture regularly (at least monthly) using the Freedom Timber Outdoor
Care Kit.Remove oil and dirt with a stiff brush using our ‘Outdoor Timber Cleansing Wash’. Apply 
"Outdoor Timber Protective Oil" with a clean cloth or a paintbrush. Leave for a few hours and 
wipe off excess.
• Furniture made with polyester, man-made wickers and aluminium can be simply washed
down with warm soapy water and left to dry naturally. This should be done on a regular basis.
• To prolong lifetime store in a dry location when not in use or during periods of inclement
weather.
• Expansion and contraction of timbers will occur with changes in humidity and temperature.
This can cause timber to split which is natural and not considered a fault. Over time, all wooden 
furniture will naturally change to a grey colour when left exposed to the elements.
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